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agricultural production and 25% of farm cash receipts in most years. However, during this same period, risk and uncertainty associated with agricultural tradc has increased. This vnriability stems from, among other factors, increased globalization of markets via trade liberalization. which results in increased competition in international markets. This paper sets the stage for this invited paper session by examining the new international trade etiviroritnent resulting from trade agreements and the interaction of these trade agreenlerits with changes in domestic agricultural policy. The major components of agricultural competitiveness, including definitions, factors, and indicators of co~npetitivene\s, will be discussed. The case of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) will be used to illustrate how these fitctol-s have influenced the competitive position of the NAFTA countries. In particula~; traditional neoclassical trade theory will be used to evaluate the impact of currency exchange rate fluctuations and trade preferences 011 agricultural competitiveness among the NAFTA countries. Finally, these results will be discussed. with special emphasis being placed on implications for a Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA).
Issues in Agricultural Competitiveness
The economic, political, and technological environment of the 1980s and early 1990s has contributed to the recent focus on competitiveness. The U.S. budget and trade deficits, because of their effects on exchange rates and interest rates, have led to an emphasis on the overall competitiveness of the U.S. economy. A fear of losing competitive advantage to European and Pacific Rim countries has contributed to the investment of time and resources in an attempt to retain and enhance our competitive edge. The agricultural sector has been no exception.
The competitiveness of U.S. agriculture is evidenced by recent agricultural trade surpluses. These surpluses have been particularly i gniticant given the chronic tracie deficits experienced by the rest of the U.S. economy. The argument coulcl be made that given the contribution of agriculture to the trade position of the nation, enhancement of the competitiveness of the U.S. agricultural sector benefits the overall economy. Advocates of this position might propose agriculture-specific research and development or export promotion as means to maintain, and even enhance, the competitive position of U.S. agriculture. This raises the question of whether policies of this nature irnprove the welfare of the nation as a whole.
While increasing competitiveness appears to be a useful pursuit at first glance. it has been suggested that an obsession with competitiveness at the national level can be detrimental to a country's welfare. Both Krugman and Porter (1990) note that it is individual firms, not nations. that compete for both domestic and foreign markets. Attempts to enhance competitiveness at a national level without regard to the specific advantages of firms or industries may not yield positive welfare consequences for the nation as a whole. In order to maximize the welfare of the nation, resources should be directed toward those firms or industries that possess the greatest potential advantage. This "strategic policy" concept hints at the law of comparative advantage.
The development of strategies that benefit the nation as a whole requires an awareness of the interrelationships between factors that influence competitiveness and the welfare of various interest groups. At the same time, scvera1 contemporary issues have influenced, and will continue to influence, thc competitiveness of U.S. agriculture. Four key issiles and theirrelationships to agricultural competitiveness will be discussed. These issues include domestic agricultural policy, agricultural trade agreements, processed and differentiated products. and biotechnology.
The U.S. agricultural sector has faced LI turbulent policy environment in recent years. Changes in domestic and international policy mechanisms have forced producers to adapt to a new playing field. Central to these changes is the Federal Agricultural Improvement and Reform Act of 1996 (FAIR). The reforms that stem from FAIR are consistent with global trends in agricultural policy. which include increased market orientation. decreased government regulation, and the desire to lower the costs of agricultural programs. Even before FAIR was implemented. however, market conditions changed, leading to record low prices and record high levels of support for U.S. producers. To date, the results of this policy experiment have been the opposite of what was expected, causing producers to rely more, instead of less, on government.
This trend in domestic agricultural policy towarcl increased market orientation has the potential to impact the competitiveness 0 f U . S . agriculture in 21 number of ways. On the surface, it might appear that decreased production incentives would lower the effective commodity prices received by producers, resulting in reduced protits and thus reduced competitiveness. However. these decreased production incentives could be the catalyst that causes domestic producers to tighten their belts, adopt state-of-the-art technologies, and reduce their costs of production. This, in turn. will enhance their competitive position relative to other domestic sectors and the rest of the world. lt is thus important to account for the dynamic effects of various factors throughout analyses of agricultural competitiveness. These results assume that the United States does not adopt macroeconomic or trade policies that will distort the expected increase in competitiveness.
In addition to changes in domestic policies, the rules governing the international trade of agricultural products are rapidly changing as institutions such as the World Trade Organization (WTO) and NAFTA seek to lowcr trade barriers and increase market access. The course of international agric~~ltural policy will be a critical issue as govet-nrnents prepare for the next round of WTO agricultural negotiutions, which were launched in Doha. Qatar, in November 200 1 .
Of importance to the competitiveness of U.S. agriculture is the type and degree of trade liberalization that occurs. Mllltilateral trade liberalization. s~tch as that proposed within the WTO, has the potential to create a more level playing field. The I-emoval of protection will have differing effects, depending on the initial levels of support and the degree to which protection is lowered. The trend toward freer trade will increase the clarity of world price signals. As a result, agricultural product~on will be based increasingly o n comparative advantage rather than on domestic or international agricllltural policies. The reduction and elimination of export subsidies, along with the discipline of state trading enterprises. will also impact competitiveness.
The worltl market for agricultural products has historically involved commodity trade. The United States has a strong tradition in this market. However, in recent years the share of processed and differentiated agricultural products has increased, surpassing commodity trade even for the United States. Despite this, the growth of U.S. value-added exports has not kept pace with that of several European countries. This raises questions as to how the United States should pursue this expancling market. If the United States does not possess an advantage in the processed-foods sector. should the development of an advantage in the processed food products area be encouraged'?
Hughes examines the argurnent that given the increasing competition from newly industrializing countries in the area of low-technology products, maintenance of ir~ternational con~petitiveness requires advanced countries to specialize and become internationally competitive in higher-technology sectors. While this proposition may be true for the manufacturing and services sectors, it requires carefill evaluation with respect to the agricultural sector. This issue is examined to some extent by Gopinath, Roe, and Shane, who discuss the two-way transfer of el'ficiency gains bctwccn pritnary agriculture and the processed food sector. Given this symbiotic relationship, strategic policy should aim at coordination between sectors rather than specialization in only one.
Also of importance in the evaluation of co~npetitiveness in processed and differentiated agricultural products is the analytical framework. Traditional concepts, such as comparative advantage, were useful in examining competitiveness when agricultural economists were for the most part dealing with commodities. The increased quantity and importance of processed and differentiated agricultural products necessitates the use of, at the very least, a moditied concept. Firms are increasingly able to differentiate thcir products and themselves, thus affecting their ability to provide higher quality and more value to the consumer. As a result, analysts riiust consider quality issues as they evaluate agricultural co~npetitiveness.
An additional issue facing the U.S. agricultural sector involves recent trends in the development and adoptton ot biotechnology. For example, how will the development of herbicide-re\istant plant varieties by US-based m~~ltinational firtiis affect the con~petitiveness of U.S. agriculture? A host of side issues, including consumer acceptance of genetically moditied organisms (GMOs) will make this a contentious issue to analyze and discuss. In fact, recent work by Runge, Bagnara, and Jackson reveals that major policy differences between the United States and the European Union ovel-public acccptancc of GMOs nlay A major consideration with respect to the development and adoption of biotechnology is related to the concept of the "agricultural treadmill." As more and more proclucers adopt technologies designed to improve their operational efficiency, the supply curve shifts to the right. If the demand for agricultural products is inelastic, then producer prices and total revenue decline. Since producet-s do not usually possess proprietary technology for which access can be limited, care should be taken to ensure that the call to competitiveness does not adversely affect all producers. This paradox means that firms not aggressively adopting new technologies may ultimately find themselves in a cost-price squeeze and forced out of the industry.'
Definitio~ls of Competitiveness
Colnpetitiveness has been addressed from a number of different perspectives in the literature. Researchers focusing on the national level have defined competitiveness as the ability to sustain an acceptable growth rate and a real standard of living for the citizenry while efficiently providing employment and maintaining the growth potential and standard of living for future generations (Landau). This definition is linked to a nation's employment and. consequently. the standard o f living of its citizens. The level of national enlployment, the growth of employment, and the standard of living in an economy. however. depend on the competitiveness of lirms within the country. Hence, a nation's competitiveness depends on the underlying factors that influence the competitiveness of individual ti rms and industries.
Other definitions contrast competitiveness I Related to this issue, Ihe competitiveness of the United States in Inany cotnmoclities has stemmed froin its large investnlent in agricultural education, research, and cxtension. A \ the priority o f thesc activities diminishes, so too will the cornpctitiveness of the agricllltlll-:ll >cctc,r.
with comparative advantage. The law of comparative advantage suggests that trade flows occur as the result of relative opportunity cost differentials between countries. Barkema, Drabenstott, and Tweeten contend that this theory does not apply to a world with market-distorting government policies. They assert that competitiveness takes a more realistic view of the world. Their definition, similar to that discussed above, views competitiveness from a national perspective. It also implies that government policy affects cotnpetitiveness. However, their definition fails to provide insight into the underlying sources of competitiveness or account for demand-side factors. such as product differentiation. Thus, a description of the linkages between the sources and indicators of competitiveness must account for the effects of government policies and consumer demand.
Porter (1990) advances the notion that firms. rather than nations, compete with one another i n international markets. When conipetitiveness is considered. the emphasis must be placed not o n the economy as a whole, but on specific industries and industry segments. Competitive advantage results from the difference between the value a firm is able to create for its buyers and the cost of creating that value. Superior value results when a firm offers lower prices than its conipetitors for equivalent benefits or provides unique benefits t1i:lt more than offset a higher price. These results raise the cli~estion, If a firm is profitable, is it necessarily competitive?
Firm-level definitions of competitiveness have been put forward by various economists. For example, competitiveness is defined as the ability to deliver goods and services at the time, at the place, and in the form sought by buyers at prices as good as or better than those of othel. suppliers while earning at least opportunity costs on resources employed (Cook and Bredahl: Shurples and Milham) . This definition, although viewing cotnpetitiveness from the perspective of the firm. fails to address the sources that give firms the ability to deliver goods or services at "competitive" prices. Still other definitions view competitiveness as the sustained ability to profitably gain and maintain ~narliet sliarc in domestic or foreign markets (Van Duren, Martin, and Westgren) . This firm perspective explains co~npetitiveness in terms of performance indicators (e.g., net worth, profitability. and market share).
These definitions contrast the differing approaches used to analyze competitiveness. The strategic-management school defines competitiveness as the ability to profitably create and deliver value 1h1-ough cost Icadcrship or product differentiation (Kennedy et al.) . This approach assumes that competitiveness is directly related to factors that influence a firm's cost-and-demand structure. Other schools of thoi~ght place greater cmphnsis o n the indicators of competitiveness. These approaches describe competitiveness as the sustained ability to protitably gain and maintain market share (Van Duren, Martin, and Westgren). Both approaches can be useful for evaluating competitiveness, depending on the objectives of the researcher. However. neither approach demonstrates a clear linkage between the lactors that influence the cost-and-demand structure of the tir-tn and possible menwres of competitiveness.
Factors and Indicators of Competitiveness
Analycis of a nation's competitiveness requires that the underlying factors influencing the competitiveness of individual firms and industries be examined (Porter 1990) . Firms become more competitive by creating value through cost leadership or product differentiation (Porter 1980). More specifically, technology, attributes of purchased inputs, product differentiation, production economies, and external factors are primary sources of competitiveness (Harrison and Kennedy). These factors can be grouped into two categories: (1) those that affect the firm's relative cost of production and (2) those that affect the quality, or perceived quality, of its product or business enterprise. As firms gain advantage through the various sources of competitiveness, relative market share and profits increase. In situations in which firms are able to decrease produclivrr costs or improve their products relative to other firms in the industry, market share will increase.
The ability ol' existing firms to profitably gain and maintain market share indicates a competitive advantage. Yet, knowledge of a firm's profitability or market share does not provide infor~natiori regarding any specific srlurce o f competitiveness. An increase in the profitability of a tirrn or industry may indicate an increase in competitiveness, but il does not indicate whether this result stems from decreased cost, increased quality, or some external factor. Similarly. relative advantage in any individual source of competitiveness does not gu;irantce profitability or a sustained share of the market. For example, cost-reducing technologies that adversely affect product quality do not necessarily increase competitiveness. As a result, the measures and indicators used to evaluate competitiveness must be selected on the basis of the circumstances of the unit of analysis.
Broad measures such as market share and profitability provide useful insights into overrill competitiveness. On the other hand. the individual sources of co~npetitiveness provide information with respect to specific strengths and weaknesses. Used separately, these tools provide a valuable indication of a firm's competitive position. Used together, they provide idol-mation regarding the strengths to be maintained and exploited and the weaknesses that are prime targets for improvement.
From an international perspective, agricultural competitiveness is reflected by the ability to profitably gain and maintain world market share. An increase in market share typically indicates an increase in competitiveness. while a decrease in market share would indicate a decline in competitive advantage. It must be remembered, however. that the factors affecting competitiveness are not identical to those affecting c o~n p a r a t i~~e advantage. If the enhancement of societal welfare is an objective of policymakers. each deterrni~~ant of competitiveness must be considered in the formulation of strategic agricultl~ral policy.
NAFTA and Agricultural Competitiveness
In order to examine the impact of global17a-tion o n agricultural competitiveness. the case of NAFTA will be considered. While a number of factors have been shown to influence a country's agricultural competitiveness, because of the nature of a regional trade agreement such as NAFTA. we will focus primarily on the impact resulting from external factors. Of these factors, the primary focus will be placed on the agricultural competitiveness impacts of currency exchange rates and agricultural trade pret'erences.
There are a number of external factors that influence the competitiveness of firms and industries. Among these factors, government policies affect competitiveness in both domestic and international markets. This linkage is such that changes in the real agricultural price consist of a world price connponent, a real exchange rate component, and a sector-specific price intervention component ( Q u i r o~ and ValdCs). Policies that subsidize the production of raw agricultural commodities directly affect the prices that food processors pay for inputs. Lowering the price of agricultural commodities leads to lower costs for downstream firms and an increase in their competitiveness relutive to that of foreign rivals.
Government policies also affect a firm's ability to obtain world market share. Export subsidies lower the world price at which domestic industries are willing to sell various quantities of their product. As a resillt. exporters can sell their products at a discounted price o n the world market while maintaining, or increasing, their effective price per unit. This process acts to expand the world market share of the subsidized firm or industry.
Current-y Exchange Rates
The impacts of currency exchange rate fluctuations on agricultural competitiveness can be demonstrated with the graphs shown in Figure  1 . The excess-supply schedule of exporting country A in its domestic currency is represented by ES,. The excess-demand schedule of importing country B in its domestic currency is represented by ED,, and the excess-demand schedule of country B in the currency of countr-y A is I-eprescnted by ED,,,,. These Suppose now that the currency of country B appreciates relative to the currency of country A or, equivalently, the currency of country A depreciates relative to the currency of country B. While this will not change the underlying excess demand of country B in its own currency. excess demand as measured in the curl-ency of country A will rotate from ED,,, to ED,,,. In the resulting equilibrium. the cluantity traded increases to T,, and there is a corresponding increase in the currency A price to P A , and a decrease in the currency B price to P B 1 .
This development shows an increase in competitiveness for country A from both a market-share and a protitability perspective. Country A producers' share of the country B market increases as their exports increase from T to T,. At the same time, producers in country A experience an increase in profits as domestic production and price increase. Producers in country B experience a decrease in profitc as domestic production and price decrea\e.
The alternative ccenario involves the currency of country B depreciating relative to the currency of country A. Excess demand as measured in currency A will rotate counterclockwise from ED,,, to ED,?. In the resulting equilibrium. the quantity traded decreases to T2. and there is a corresponding decrease in
